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ABSTRACT   

Mobility Demand Management initiatives are seen globally as a solution to the elimination of pollution and 

daily effects in off-road regions. In order to allow improvements on attainable comfort, such steps must have 

an effect. The High Occupancy Driver Carpool Lane is one of the TDM steps. HOV lanes are not utilized, 

with 81% of HOV locaters resulting streams under1400 vehicles per track during the PM peak hour strategy. 

This research is fitting in the Pune and Mumbai districts of India. HOV channels bear a 20 percent cap levy, 

reaching the highest advancement of 1600 Vphpl at 45 mph over the most drastic stream over 2000 Vphpl at 

60 mph as a general justification for GP routes. HOV lanes deliver no investment funds for driving time. In 

general, HOV lanes decrease considerably as the usually helpful pathways are enabled to be clogged. In spite 

of these discoveries, HOV offices can take on a valuable job in the framework of all-around supervision of 

the expressway in India. Basically, where there is a meaning, they will be useful. 
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1. Introduction 

India's High Occupancy Vehicle System started in 1980; by 2009 it comprised 897 (direct) miles of highway, 

804 miles. Nevertheless, these inquiries will not discuss the 'costs' framework. The latest report, once again, 

compares the HOV gains and attitudes that might have existed if the carpool lane had been substituted by the 

GP path. 

 

1.1 Background  

The authentic advancement of condition agreeable vehicle plans is by all accounts the most proper advance for 

some neighborhood specialists. This objective must be achieved if the proposed measures can have an impact 

on the modular division of public transport [1]. To measure this impact, the paper breaks down HOV lanes on 

long, multi-slope roads. Formulae are given for the adjustments in human hours and vehicle-long periods of 

movement initiated by a HOV lane, both when there is uncongested road space upstream of the line to oblige 

its development, and when there isn't. 

1.2 Motivation  

Motivating Variable High Occupancy Vehicle routes provide a location with TDM controls. More specifically, 

HOV lanes have a location with the enhancement steps suggested by the definition of the TDM steps in the 

AIUTO undertaking [2]. HOV Priority applies to the approaches that provide the need for High Occupancy 

Vehicles, including driving, vanpool and HOV. Two, three or four inhabitants might be needed to be called 

HOV, subject to conditions [3]. 
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Figure 1. Problem with “HOV” Lanes 

HOV (high occupancy vehicle) paths have been in the news in the course of the most recent couple of years, 

and will be so increasingly more regularly. They are the favored alternative and other transportation 

organizations which frequently need to subsidize these generally on their own dime for expanding parkway 

limit [4]. 

 

 
Figure 2. How HOV Lanes works 

Carpool lanes bolster fast travel and get more individuals going in less vehicles along high-traffic courses, which 

utilizes less vitality and lessens ozone depleting substance emanations. It additionally encourages individuals 

get to their goals all the more proficiently by diminishing clog brought about by single-inhabitant vehicles [5]. 

 

1.1. Literature survey 

B. Joshua (2005) [6] showed that if the progressions of both high-and low-inhabitance vehicles stay invariant 

when an interstate path is changed over to HOV use, at that point the expressway's general traffic thickness 

upstream of its bottlenecks is diminished – yet not exactly expected – if the HOV lane is underutilized. 

Accordingly, HOV lanes can broaden lines over longer separations.  

G. Zang, et al. (2010) [7] stated that the developments can be risky if the lines' extended parts block traffic on 

vigorously voyaged courses that don't go through the bottleneck. To measure this impact, the paper breaks down 

HOV lanes on long, multi-slope roads. Formulae are given for the adjustments in human hours and vehicle-long 
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periods of movement initiated by a HOV lane, both when there is uncongested road space upstream of the line 

to oblige its development, and when there isn't. 

J. Mackewn and C. Lerche (2015) [8] established an MR-COMPATIBLE-PET SCANNER as a core feature of 

the EU FP7 HYPER Image Venture [6-8], with the goal of collecting PET images at the same time as MRI 

details for pre-clinical studies. The installment strategy for the empowerment of HOT paths depends on the 

correspondence between the vehicle transponder and the side of the road correspondence framework. 

K. Hong (2015) [9] concluded that the intelligent traffic light is significant in tending to gridlock. The rising 

innovation of remote sensor systems is ready to upset ease traffic sensor hubs with incorporated figuring and 

remote correspondence capacities will change the scene of continuous traffic information procurement [3, 4, 

and 5].  

A. Ali and M. Venigalla (2006) [10] refined a basic picture securing plan and novel number of traveler checking 

calculation are proposed. The longitudinal research is aimed at testing the visualization of the High Occupancy 

Vehicle Paths utilizing the Global Positioning System.  

M. Shinichi (2018) [11] stated that an automated number of traveler in vehicle checking framework has been 

wanted to acknowledge for HOV and HOT. Under open air condition, many muddled factors, for example, 

daylight and vehicle window with obscurely colored reason to fall apart caught picture quality and subsequently 

number checking exactness stays at low level.  

C. Daganzo (2008) [12] concluded that HOV lanes offer need to HOVs with as meager interruption as 

conceivable to LOVs. Changing over a broadly useful path into a H-path can lessen individual long periods of 

movement by assigning deferral to LOVs. Past study on the impact of HOV (high inhabitance vehicle) paths on 

bottleneck streams is stretched out here to whole expressways utilizing both hypothesis and observational proof. 

X. Zhang, et al. (2013) [13] showed that the high-inhabitance vehicle route only takes into consideration the 

high-inhabitance vehicles to be used, including buses, vans and any other vehicle that holds at least two 

individuals. HOV lanes are commonly found in turnpikes in far-off areas, such as INDIA.  

B. Xu, et al. (2015) [14] minimized gridlock and mitigated climate increases in gas pollution while delivering 

efficient transit to street customers. High Occupancy Vehicle routes energize HOVing which have become a 

common tactic employed for transit departments to minimize the clogging in car parks. 

S. Wshah, et al. (2016) [15] normally polished High Occupancy Vehicle and High Occupancy Tolling paths in 

few purviews to lessen gridlock and advance HOV. 

2. Methodology 

In Sep 2009, the India expressway traffic sensor framework contained 6587 vehicle indicator stations with 

19,254 circle finders observing 22,854 directional miles. Throughout the sample period, January-August 2004. 

PeMS defines such simplistic details and assessments 5-minute path-by-path midpoints of volume or direction, 

distance, delay blockage and other execution steps, much as the time of travel along chosen routes with take-

offs per 5 min.  In fact, PeMS tests the precision of the finder for every day and every circle predictor. Crude 

details and measurements are contained in a database accessible from the PeMS web.  

VDS at xi 1 and xi+1, i.e. from (xi 1 + xi) divide by 2 to (xi + xi+1) divide by 2. This field is Li = (xi+1 xi 1) 2 

miles wide. Let's get t = 1,2,., T be the 5-min duration of the peak time interval alluded to. From PeMS you get 

vk(xi, t) and qk(xi, t), usual speed (mph) and all out volume or stream (tally) in direction k at xi during span t.  

𝑉𝑀𝑇𝑘 = ∑ ∑ 𝑞𝑘(𝑥𝑖, 𝑡) ∗ 𝐿𝑖(𝑣𝑒ℎ −𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠),𝑡𝑖                                                                                                      (1) 

𝑉𝐻𝑇𝑘 = ∑ ∑
𝑞𝑘(𝑥𝑖,𝑡)∗𝐿𝑖

𝑣𝑘(𝑥𝑖,𝑡)
(𝑣𝑒ℎ − ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠),𝑡𝑖                                                                                                            (2) 

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Under-utilization and degraded operation 

 

Information are viewed as acceptable if the circle estimations breeze through the measurable assessments 

actualized in PeMSand depicted in its 'help' pages. The 'questionable' stations are disseminated over all HOV 

offices, so the stations remembered for the study are probably not going to introduce area inclination.  
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Figure 3. Probability histogram of hourly speed and flow at 700+HOV loops 

3.2. Capacity loss mechanism 

 

It is a simple cap fine of 18 per cent in any situation. First, the level at which the carpool lane enters its most 

popular stream is, in a general context, behind its pace at lower streams, while the GP lane occurs at its most 

scandalous present at a comparatively open stream speed than at lower streams. The reduction in pace with 

through flow in the carpool lane and the control is as much as practicable in each and every scenarios.  

 

3.3. Travel time savings approach 

 

The results show that by a long shot the overwhelming number of current carpool lanes blasts the test: just 14 

per cent of such intermittent 09-mile courses offer 5 min holdings and just 7 per cent give 10 min of speculation 

reserves. Although the average travel period venture reserves provided by HOV are minute, HOV travel is better 

than GP flight. As see that, we’re speaking about construction periods around express routes. 

 
Figure 4. Scatter plot of HOV vs. adjacent GP lane 
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3.4. HOV incentive mechanism 

Because HOV lanes are experiencing immense misfortune in vehicle-conveying limits and deliver no travel 

time expenditure funds to test GP routes. In the following region, we find the person conveying limit and 

concentrate here on the HOV impulse. The theory is that the fascination of HOV lanes beats the burden of HOV 

for some explorers. The underlying government 2.8 + HOV need was long lost due to an insufficient number of 

three-man HOVs. 

 

4. Conclusions 

The ends raised from the assessment of the three contextual studies change, contingent upon various boundaries. 

The central descriptive analysis revealed a decline in fuel consumption in the three cases. Emanation rates tend 

to have improved in the three conditions examined. This is most significant is the manner in which HOV lane 

users encounter time expenditure funds and provide an elective solution to take them away from clogged streets 

to the downtown city. HOV lanes are under-used: 74% of HOV indicators measure streams under 1050 vehicles 

for each hour per path (vphpl). Many HOV lanes endure debased activities of HOV lanes endure an 18% limit 

punishment: carpool lanes accomplish a most extreme progression of 1300 vphpl at 45 mph; conversely broadly 

useful paths record greatest streams over 1800 vphpl at 60 mph. 
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